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Abstract. The planar 3-center problem for a set S of points given in the plane asks for three congruent 

circular disks with the minimum radius, whose union can cover all points of S completely. In this paper, we 

present an O(n2 log3n) time algorithm for a restricted planar 3-center problem in which the given points are 

in the convex positions , i.e. The given points are the vertices of a convex polygon exactly.  

1 Introduction  

Let S denote a set of n points given in the plane. The 

planar k-center problem asks for k congruent closed 

disks of the minimum radius, whose union covers S 

completely. The problem is NP-complete if k is part of 

input [1], and can be solved in O(n2k-1logn) for any fixed 

k [2]. On the other hand, we know that the problem can 

be solved in O(n) time[3] when k = 1, i.e. the 1-center 

problem, and some efficient algorithms are known for k 

= 2. 

The planar 2-center problem has been studied widely. 

Sharir studied this problem and proposed a near-linear 

algorithm with running time O(nlog9n) firstly[4]. Later, 

Eppstein and Chan made some further refinement of 

Sharir’s work, and Eppstein presented a randomized 

algorithm with O(nlog2n) expected time[5], Chan gave 

out an O(nlog2n) time randomized algorithm with high 

probability, and an O(n(lognloglogn)2) time 

deterministic algorithm[6]. Kim and Shin have also 

studied the 2 -center problem for a set of the given points 

in convex position, and announced an O(n log3n loglogn) 

algorithm for covering the whole polygon which is 

formed by these given points as a vertex, and an O(n 

log2n) time algorithm for covering all vertices of the 

polygon respectively[8]. Note that, a set of points is said 

to be in convex position if it is the set of vertices of a 

convex polygon. Let P be a convex polygon of n vertices. 

We also want to find two congruent closed disks of the 

minimum radius, whose union covers the whole polygon 

P, or only the vertices of P. Recently, Tan et al. 

improved the work of Kim, and presented an O(nlog2n) 

time algorithm which uses the binary search and the 

known algorithms only, instead of using the complicated 

parametric search which is the base for most planar 2-

center algorithms, for computing the smallest enclosing 

disk of a point set to solve the planar 2-center 

problem[9]. 

Although the k-center problem originates from the 

site selection problem, it has some important 

applications in many areas, such as the modern wireless 

communication systems, the optimization of modern 

logistics center, and so on. It is a natural requirement that 

some transmissions should be set up so that mobile 

phones in a region can be serviced. For the modern 

logistics center, some agency shops may be needed. 

Usually, the service region can be represented by a 

closed disk, and we can imitate the solution of k-center 

problem and design the optimal strategy for these 

application problems. 

Our work. In this paper, we gave an O(n2log3n) time 

algorithm for solving a restricted planar 3-center 

problem in which the given points are in convex position, 

i.e. these points are the vertices of a minimum convex 

polygon which surrounds all of the given points. 

2 Preliminaries and notation 

Let P be a convex polygon in the plane and S be a set of 

vertices of P. A convex polygon means that if any edge 

of it is extended to a straight line in both directions 

indefinitely, so that all of the other edges should be in 

the same side of the line. Denote by SC(P) the minimum 

cover circle of P. Denote by r(R) the radius length of 

circle R. Let us number the points on P clockwise by 0, 

1, … , n-1. Firstly, we sort the vertices of the polygon P 

in ascending order of the X-axis coordinate size, we 

mark the first vertex as 0, and then mark the other 

vertices as 1, 2, ... ,n-1 once in a counterclockwise. For 

two vertices x and y of P, denote by P[x, y] the polygonal 

chain of P from x to y in counterclockwise. Denote by <x, 

y> the point set which are composed of the vertices of 
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P[x, y]. Denote by the ANS_k(S) the answer of the k-

center problem for S. 

Lemma 1 For any circle R, if the straight line 

segment AB  is a chord which does not pass through the 

center of the circle R, then there exists a circle R′ which 

covers the area surrounded by the inferior arc  and 

the chord AB , and r(R′) < r(R). 

Proof. As shown in Figure 1, AB  is a chord that 

does not pass through the center of the circle in R, and 

CD  is the diameter which is parallel to AB  in the circle 

R. Assume that the point O is the center of R, we make a 

line segment which pass the point O and perpendicular 

to CD , intersect line AB  at point E, and circle R at 

point F. 

 
Figure 1. Illustrating for Lemma 1 

Suppose K is a point on the inferior arc , 

according to the assumption, we 

have , cos(x) is a monotonically 

decreasing function, when  .Thus, when 

point K coincides with point B, |EK| takes the maximum. 

When point K coincides with point F, |EK| takes the 

minimum. The following relationships are established 

                                                               
(1) 

    
(2) 

                                           
(3) 

By symmetry, the inferior arc has the same property. 

We take point E as the center of circle R′, and take  

as the radius. From the previous discussion, the circle R′ 

can cover the area surrounded by the inferior arc 

and the chord AB . AB  is a chord that does not pass 

through the center of the circle R, thus, , 

and r(R′)<r(R). 

Lemma 2 Suppose P is a convex polygon in the 

plane. There exist two congruent circles of the minimum 

radius, whose union can cover all of the vertices of P, 

and both of the circles are smaller than SC(P). 

Proof. For lemma 2, there are three possible conditions 

for the vertices of diameter of the SC(P) and the vertices 

of P (There is no common point or one common point or 

two common points) , three cases are discussed as 

follows. 

 

 
Figure 2. Illustrating for Lemma 2 

 
Case 1. As shown in Figure 2(a), suppose the 

polygon P has two points(or more), e.g. Point C and D, 

on the circle SC(P), there is a chord which is 

perpendicular to the straight line CD .We  make a chord 

through the point of E and point C. We  make another 

string which passes point F and point D , according to 

lemma 1, we can make two circles whose radius is 

smaller than the radius of the circle SC(P). 

Case 2. As shown in Figure 2(b), suppose the 

polygon P has two points(or more), e.g. Point C and D, 

on the circle SC(P), there is a chord which is 

perpendicular to the straight line CD  intersect the 

polygon P at point p. We make a chord through the point 

of E and point P. We make another chord which passes 

point F and point B, according to lemma 1, we can make 

two circles whose radius is smaller than the radius of 

circle SC(P). 

Case 3. As shown in Figure.2(c), suppose the 

polygon P has two points (or more)e.g. Point C and H, 

on the circle SC(P), there is a chord which is 

perpendicular to the straight line  intersect the 

polygon P at point J and F. We make a chord through 

the point of F and point A. We make another chord 

which passes point J and point G , according to lemma 

1,we can make two circles whose radius is smaller than 

the radius of circle SC(P). 

In summary, lemma 4 is hold. 

Inference 1  P is the convex polygon in the plane, 

and the S is a set of vertices of P. We have ANS_k(S)< 

r(SC(P)). 

3 Construction of the minimum radius 
disk 

Lemma 3 A,B are two point sets and A is a subset of B, 

then ANS_k(A)≤ANS_k(B). 
Proof. Assume ANS_k(A)>ANS_k(B). According to 

the definition, ANS_k (B) also can over all points in set A, 

then ANS_k(A) is not an optimal solution, which is 

contradictory. Thus, ANS_k(A)≤ANS_k(B). 

Observation 1 P is a convex polygon on the plane, 

point a and b are vertices that do not contiguous on P. 

We split the P into two polygons SUA, SUB with the 
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straight line , then, both SUA and SUB are convex 

polygons. 

P is a convex polygon which has n vertices has 

ways to split it. Using SUAk and SUBk to 

represent the two point set of two convex polygons 

which are split in the k-th mode. For example, as shown 

in Figure 3, SUAk is composed of the vertices of the 

convex chain P[i, j], and SUBk is composed of  the 

vertices of the convex chain P[j+1,i-1] and a straight 

line.(The dotted line is an imaginary line). 

 
Figure 3. A kind of segmentation 

For a number i (1≤i≤n − 1), let 

br(<i,j>)=max{ANS_1(<i,j-1>),ANS_2(<j,i-1>)} and 

gbr(i)={ br(<i,i+1>),br(<i,i+2>),…br(<i,end>)},

. 

Lemma 4 

ANS_3(P)=min(max(ANS_1(SUAk),ANS_2(SUBk))),1

. 

Proof. Let tr= 

min(max(ANS_1(SUAk),ANS_2(SUBk))), 

1 . 

Obviously, ANS_3(P) ≤tr. Assume tr >ANS_3(P), 

thus ANS_1(SUAk) ANS_3(P) or 

ANS_2(SUBk) ANS_3(P) ,which implies ANS_2(SUBk) 

or ANS_1(SUAk) are not an optimal solution for SUBk or 

SUAk. That is contradictory. Therefore, tr≤ANS_3(P). In 

summary,ANS_3(P)=min(max(ANS_1(SUAk),ANS_2(SU

Bk))),1 . 

Lemma 5 For any number i (1≤i≤n − 1), Assuming 

br(<i,k>)=z is the minimum in gbr(i),then ,the following 

relationship is established. 

br(<i,i+1>)≥br(<i,i+2>)≥…≥br(<i,k>)≤br(<i,k+1>)≤

br(<i,k+2>)≤br(<i,end>) 

Proof. Assuming br(<i,k>)=z is the minimum in 

gbr(i), According to the definition, when br(<i,k>) takes 

a minimum value, there are the following two cases need 

to be discussed as follow: 

Case 1. ANS_2(<k+1,i-1>)≤ANS_1(<i,k>)=z 

Case 2. ANS_1 (<i,k>)< ANS_2 (<k+1,i-1>)=z.  

First of all, we discuss case1. We know that 

ANS_1(<i, k+1>)≥ANS_1(<i, k>) and ANS_2(<k+2,i-

1>)≤ANS_2(<k+2,i-1>) by Lemma 4, so we have 

br(<i,k>)≤br(<i,k+1>). According to Lemma 3, for any 

m, (k+1≤m≤end-1), we have that 

ANS_1(<i,m+1>)≥ANS_1(<i,m>) and ANS_2(<m+2,i-

1>)≤ANS_2(<m+1,i-1>), thus the formula is established 

as follow: 

br(<i,k>)≤br(<i,k+1>)≤br(<i,k+2>)≤br(<i,end>). 

We have br(<i,k-1>)≥br(<i,k>) because of the 

suppose that br(<i,k>) is minimum in gbr(i). If br(<i,k-

1>)>br(<i,k>) holds, then we have that ANS_2(<k,i-

1>)  ANS_2(<i,k-1>) by lemma 3. According to the 

definition that br(<i,k-2>)= max{ANS_1(<i,k-

2>),ANS_2(<k-1,i-1>)}, we have  ANS_1 (<i,k-

1>)≤ANS_1(<i,k-2>) and ANS_2 (<k-1,i-

1>)≥ANS_2(<k,i-1>) by lemma 4, thus br(<i,k-2>)= 

ANS_2(<k-1,i-1>)≥ANS_2(<k,i-1>)=br(<i,k-1>). So, for 

any number m (i+1≤m≤k-3) that br(<i,m>)≥br(<i,m+1>) 

holds, so, we have 

br(<i,i+1>)≥br(<i,i+2>)≥…≥br(<i,k>). If br(<i,k-1>)= 

br(<i,k>) holds and there is no number m (i+1≤m≤k-2) 

such that br(<i,m>)>br(<i,k>) holds, then we have 

br(<i,i+1>)=br(<i,i+2>)=…=br(<i,k>) by lemma 3. If 

there is a number m (i+1≤m≤k-2) such that 

br(<i,m>)>br(<i,k>) holds. According to the previous 

discussion, we can know that 

br(<i,i+1>)≥br(<i,i+2>)≥br(<i,m>) =…= br(<i, 

k>)=br(<i,k+1>). Proposition is proved. The proof 

process for Case 2 is similar to Case 1. Thus, Lemma 5 

is hold. 

We can now give the result of this paper. 

Theorem 1 Given a set S of n points in convex 

position, we can compute in O(n2log3n) time the 

minimum radius r such that union of three disks of 

radius r covers S. 

Proof. According to Lemma 4 and its related 

definitions, we can get the formula as follow. 

ANS_3(S)=min{gbr(1),gbr(2),…,gbr(n)}.For any number 

i, gbr(i) is a monotonic sequence according to Lemma 5. 

We find the minimum value in gbr(i) by using binary 

search, which uses O(logn) time. The planar 1-center 

problem can be solved in O(n) time[3], and the planar 2-

center can be solved in O(nlog2n) [9].So, for any number 

i, we can compute in O(nlog3n) time algorithm  time the 

minimum value in sequence gbr(i) .Using O(n) time to 

traverse all elements in ANS_3(S). Thus we can compute 

ANS_3(S) in O(n2log3n) time . 

Our algorithm steps are described as follows 

Algorithm  ThreeCenter(V) 

Input：V (The set of vertices of an arbitrary convex 

polygon P)。 

Output：Returns the ans of the 3-center problem of 

convex position points 

1     V←ConvexHull(V)[10] 

2    According to the X-coordinates, find the one with the 

smallest X-coordinate value in the sequence v, and 

use this as a starting point to arrange v in the 

reverse direction, and then start the numbering 

from 0.Then Get the sequence,v0,v1,...,vn-1 

3     Generate a empty lists global_l 

4     for  i← 0 to n 

5         Add binarySearch(i,V) to the global_l 

6     Assign the minimum value in global_l to ans 
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7     return  ans; 

Algorithm  binarySearch(T,V) 

Input：T (The number of the selected point),V(The list 

of points) 

Output：Returns the minimum radius 

1     Generate a empty lists L 
2     count←T+1,n← the length of list V 

3     while(count != . ) 

4         do  Add tuple(T,count) to L 
5              count←(count+1) mod n 

6     low←0, high←The length of L, 

mid←  

7     while(high>mid) 

8         do  l_value←calcByGroup(L[low],V), 

9             h_value←calcByGroup(L[high],V), 

10             m_value←calcByGroup(L[mid],V) 

11             if(l_value≥m_value) 

12                 then l_value←m_value, 

mid←  

13             else high←m_value , 

mid←  

14     ans←calcByGroup(L[mid],V) 

15    return ans; 

 

 

Algorithm  calcByGroup (T,V) 

Input：T (Two dimensional tuple),V(The list of points) 

Output：Returns radius 

1  (i,j)←T 

2  a←ANS_1(<V[i],V[j-1]>)[3],b←ANS_2(<V[j],V[i-

1]>)[9] 
3  ans←max{a,b}  

4  return  ans; 

 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we first introduced the planar k-center 

problem and the relevant problems which have been 

studied widely. Then we presented an O(n2log3n) time 

algorithm to solved the restricted planar 3-center 

problem. Our results are mainly obtained by dividing the 

3-center problem into a 1-center problem and a 2-center 

problem. Our algorithm is simple and easy to implement. 

It is an interesting work to develop a faster algorithm to 

solve the planar 3-center problem for arbitrarily given 

points. 
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